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Angelaâ€™s Diary It was a good time for us, those first few years after Tim got out of school. We were
making money and the babies were adorable. David was a terrific kid back then, but even then he had a
mischievous streak, and a mean streak that I tried to tame out of him.
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Iâ€™d be lying if I said I didnâ€™t have mixed feelings. I mean, at this point David hardly needed more (or
any) blackmail evidence to get me to do what he wanted.
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Imagine you find your wifeâ€™s diary, you can read about her experiences and secret desires, you can read
about the things that she kept sacred and only to herself, but what if you find the stories of her sexual
adventures?
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2 Discussion Guide Use the exercises below to recall and reflect upon the wealth of information and ideas in
The Wimpy Kid Movie Diary.Although some students may have already seen these movies, doing so is
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